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ABSTRACT
It is an important and urgent research problem for decentralized
eCommerce services, e.g., eBay, eBid, and Taobao, to detect illegal
products, e.g., unclassified pornographic products. However, it is
a challenging task as some sellers may utilize and change cam-
ouflaged text to deceive the current detection algorithms. In this
study, we propose a novel task to dynamically locate the porno-
graphic products from very large product collections. Unlike prior
product classification efforts focusing on textual information, the
proposed model, BerryPIcking TRee MoDel (BIRD), utilizes both
product textual content and buyers’ seeking behavior information
as berrypicking trees. In particular, the BIRD encodes both semantic
information with respect to all branches sequence and the overall
latent buyer intent during the whole seeking process. An exten-
sive set of experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the
advantage of the proposed model against alternative solutions. To
facilitate further research of this practical and important problem,
the codes and buyers’ seeking behavior data have been made pub-
licly available1.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Spam detection; Query log analy-
sis; • Computing methodologies → Neural networks;

∗Work done as an intern at Alibaba Group.
†Corresponding authors.
1https://github.com/GuoxiuHe/BIRD
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, decentralized eCommerce services, e.g., eBay,
eBid, and Taobao, are challenging traditional monopolistic inter-
mediaries. Through these eCommerce ecosystems, everyone could
easily become an e-merchant, and eCommerce platforms provide
extra incentives to sellers with convenient marketing and buyer-
access channels and resources. Unfortunately, like other online
environments, illegal contents, e.g., unclassified erotica or porno-
graphic products, can pollute the cybermarkets. While most of these
eCommerce platforms don’t have their own inventory, the illegal
products, uploaded by some problematic sellers, can spread more
easily than ever before2. Such risk can be quite harmful to both
buyers and cybermarkets.

With the local training dataset, pornographic product detec-
tion can be a straightforward binary classification problem, i.e.,
machine learning or deep learning model [27] along with text fea-
tures extracted from product contents such as titles or descriptions.
However, this strategy doesn’t work online well because sellers
could easily hack the detection system (shown in Figure 1). For in-
stance, when the current learning algorithm finds a seller is listing
a pornographic product, the seller could easily change the product
title or description and release it again with a new seller/product
ID, which means pornographic products and their sellers hide like
2https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ebay-selling-recalled-products-illegal/
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chameleons in the eCommerce ecosystemwhile traditional learning
algorithms can hardly detect them effectively. On the other hand,
as eCommerce providers cannot save enough new training data in
a short time window, the learning algorithm can hardly capture
this dynamic for efficient illegal product detection. More specifi-
cally, the word distribution of pornographic and normal products
in local (historical) dataset can be quite different which is good for
training, while the gap is significantly shortened in the real (cur-
rent) online testing environment (also depicted in Figure 4). It is
clear that sellers are trying to change the product content to deceive
the eCommerce platform.

seller

audit

algorithm

product

querybuyer

eCommerce service

submit
return

purchase

result list

report

reject

uploadpass

Figure 1: The Detection System in an eCommerce Service.

From the seller viewpoint, however, employing camouflaged
content can be a double-edged sword. While they can successfully
escape from the traditional detection algorithm, buyers will have
to spend extra time and efforts to locate the pornographic products
from very large collections by using more sophisticated informa-
tion seeking strategies. For instance, when buyers search for porn
video USB, which is an illegal query, via Taobao, they won’t get any
result. In order to locate what they are looking for, buyers will have
to update the query content a few times and also check/consume
the retrieved products carefully. From the information seeking per-
spective, this kind of ‘buyer search pornographic products behavior’
can be interpreted via the classical berrypicking model from Marcia
Bates [3], which is depicted as a tree structure shown in Figure 2.

Berrypicking Tree

buyer query product target

root

branch1 branch2 branch3 branch4

   

Figure 2: Berrypicking Tree is consist of a root, which de-
notes the buyer, as well as several branches. Each branch
is composed of a query and clicked products sequence. All
branches happen one by one.

In this study, we propose a novel method for Pornographic
Products Detection by leveraging deep-information seeking be-
havior mining. More specifically, the Berrypicking Tree is pro-
posed to encapsulate various kinds of seeking information, e.g.,

queries sequence and clicked products sequence. Furthermore, un-
like prior studies, we propose an innovative BerryPIcking TRee
MoDel (BIRD), which captures the hidden semantics and latent
seeking intent of the tree by utilizing a new recurrent model and
a pruning mechanism. Experiments based on a large real-world
dataset indicate that the proposed BIRD outperforms all the base-
line solutions. In particular, while sellers can use various strategies
to escape from classical detection methods, they CANNOT directly
change buyers’ seeking behavior.

Briefly, the main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:
• We raise the question of automatically detecting porno-
graphic products in an eCommerce ecosystem, which, to
the best of our knowledge, is the first inquiry effort to this
problem.
• We propose an innovative algorithm, BIRD, to locate the
pornographic products by leveraging the massive buyers’
information seeking data. In particular, the berrypicking
tree with pruning is used to encapsulate the buyers’ seeking
behavior, and the hidden semantics and latent buyer intent
are encoded for effective detection.
• In order to prove the hypothesis, we collect a large prod-
uct plus buyers’ seeking behavior dataset from one of the
world largest eCommerce sites. Extensive online experimen-
tal results show that the proposed model can successfully
identify the pornographic products and outperform a num-
ber of alternative baselines. And we make the codes and
dataset publicly available.

2 BERRYPICKING TREE MODEL
In this section, we propose a novel model, BerrypIcking TRee
MoDel (BIRD), depicted in Figure 3, which enables automatic ille-
gal products detection in an eCommerce ecosystem by exploring
in-depth buyers’ information seeking behavior.

2.1 Overview
In this work, we locate the illegal product from very large collections
by utilizing its associated buyers’ seeking behavior sessions. A
product p̂ in the collection is represented as a set (Sess(p̂),y), where
Sess(p̂) is the session log and y ∈ Y = {0, 1} represents the product
label of whether this product is illegal. More specifically, the session
log Sess(p̂) encapsulates the berrypicking tree structure, as shown
in Figure 2, which is represented as a sequence:

Sess(p̂) = [(q1, P1), · · · , (qt , Pt ), · · · , (qns , Pns )], (1)

where qt is the t−th query that buyer submits before purchasing p̂,
and Pt denotes the sequence of products that buyer clicked one by
one after browsing the results of qt . In each session, p̂ is the last
product in Pns , and ns is the total number of queries that buyer
tries. In addition, each query and product (content) is consist of a
sequence of words and each wordw is mapped to a de dimensional
word embedding w ∈ Rde by looking up the embedding matrix
E ∈ Rnw×de , where nw is the vocabulary size.

The goal of BIRD is to explore the textual semantics and the
latent buyer’s search intent from the session log as well as estimate
the probability of whether the target product is illegal based on the
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Figure 3: BerryPIcking TRee MoDel (BIRD)

seeking session by learning the parameters θ :

y′ = arдmaxy∈Y Pr (y |Sess(p̂),θ ). (2)

2.2 Branch Representation
In order to make the model more flexible and robust in the online
testing for word distribution gap reason mentioned in Section 1, we
project the word embedding lookup table E with a transfer matrix
We ∈ R

de×de to Ẽ:

Ẽ = E ·We . (3)

As Figure 2 depicts, each branch of the berrypicking tree, includ-
ing a query and the associated sequence of the clicked products,
represents a proactive search effort from a buyer. As query can be
short and it is not advisable to model query with a complex model,
we employ average pooling to characterize the semantics of query
qt ∈ Rde as follows:

qt = AvдPoolinд(lookup(Ẽ,qt )) . (4)

Text information of product can be noisier compared with query.
Meanwhile, as aforementioned, sellers may purposely use the cam-
ouflaged content to mislead the eCommerce platform and hack the
classification algorithm. In order to cope with this problem, we
employ a product-query attention model to highlight the useful
information in the product content, whereas the content of t−th
product pt t ∈ Pt is represented as pt t ∈ Rde based on the attention
at t by query qt :

at t = so f tmax(lookup(Ẽ,pt t ) · qt ) ,

pt t = aTtt · lookup(Ẽ,pt t ) .
(5)

Then, the sequence of products Pt is represented as a matrix
Pt = [pt1, · · · ,pt t , · · · ].

Note that, for eCommerce service, buyers are highly likely to
click the interested, curious, or suspected pornographic products
following the returned order from search engine especially on
mobile devices, which relies on the query-product relevance score.
Hence, we investigate the products sequence that clicked after the
submitted query by a query attention method as follows:

at = so f tmax(Pt · qt ) ,

pt = aTt · Pt ,
(6)

where pt ∈ Rde is the final representation of the sequence of
products in the t−th branch.

In order to get the branch representation, we propose a combine
gate to determine how much information from the query and the
product content will be used. Formulas are shown bellow:

ct = σ (Wc · (qt ⊕ pt ) + bc ) ,

xt = (1 − ct ) ⊙ pt + ct ⊙ qt ,
(7)

whereWc ∈ R
de×2·de is a weight matrix, bc ∈ Rde is a bias, σ

denotes the sigmoid function, ⊕ denotes the concatenate operation,
and ⊙ represents the element-wise multiplication.

Finally, all branches in the berrypicking tree are represented as
X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xns ].

2.3 Tree Representation
As the buyer is the root in the berrypicking tree, besides the se-
mantics hidden in the sequence of branches, we also explore the
latent purchase intent of buyer (e.g., an normal user or an illegal
product seeker) among all the information seeking efforts in the
tree. However, existing recurrent models, such as LSTM, GRU, and
SRU can only represent one of them. To this end, in this paper,
we propose a novel recurrent unit, Berrypicking Tree Recurrent
Unit (BPTRU), to capture the hidden semantics and latent buyer
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intent simultaneously in the berrypicking tree as follows:

zt = σ (Wz · xt +vz ⊙ h
1
t−1 + bz ) ,

rt = σ (Wr · xt +vr ⊙ h
2
t−1 + br ) ,

it = σ (W 1
i · h

1
t−1 +W

2
i · h

2
t−1 + bi ) ,

h̃1t = it ⊙ h
2
t−1 ,

h̃2t = it ⊙ h
1
t−1 ,

h1t = tanh(zt ⊙ h
1
t−1 + (1 − zt ) ⊙ (W

1
h · xt ) + h̃

1
t ) ,

h2t = tanh(rt ⊙ h
2
t−1 + (1 − rt ) ⊙ (W

2
h · xt ) + h̃

2
t ) ,

(8)

where xt denotes the current representation of the branch, h1t−1
and h2t−1 represent the previous hidden semantics and previous la-
tent intent respectively,Wz ,Wr ,W 1

h ,W
2
h ∈ R

de×dr andW 1
i ,W

2
i ∈

Rdr×dr are weight matrices,vz ,vr ∈ Rdr are weight vectors, and
bz ,br ,bi ∈ Rdr are biases.

In BPTRU, z,r ∈ Rdr are two hidden gates to determine the
combination of the previous hidden state (latent intent) and the
current branch. More importantly, we employ an interact gate
i ∈ Rdr to supplement the joint information of previous hidden
semantics and previous latent intent in the current branch.

In this work, we take advantage of the bidirectional model for
berrypicking tree representation learning as follows:

−→
H1,
−→
H2 =

−−−−−−→
BPTRU (X ) ,

←−
H1,
←−
H2 =

←−−−−−−
BPTRU (X ) ,

(9)

where
−→
H1,
←−
H1 ∈ Rns×dr , and

−→
H2,
←−
H2 ∈ Rns×dr are the forward

and backward hidden semantics and latent intent of all branches,
respectively.

In general, we can utilize the average pooling to obtain the final
semantic representation for hidden semantics h1 ∈ R2·dr :

H1 = [
−→
H1,
←−
H1] ,

h1 = AvдPoolinд(H1) .
(10)

Differ from the hidden semantics, latent buyer intent is updated
by every proactive seeking effort dynamically. Hence we pick up
the last step as the final latent intent representation h2 ∈ R2·dr :

h2 = last(
−→
H2) ⊕ last(

←−
H2) . (11)

In the end, the tree is represented as h ∈ R4·dr :

h = h1 ⊕ h2 . (12)

2.4 Pruning Mechanism
User’s behavior, in the eCommerce environment, can be somehow
noisy. For instance, in a 2-hour window, buyer’s search and brows-
ing behavior may focus on multiple information needs, e.g., looking
for normal products and also a pornographic product, which might
pollute the target berrypicking tree for illegal product detection.
In this study, we propose a pruning mechanism to filter the noisy
branches from the berrypicking tree automatically. There is no
doubt that the target (purchased) product (e.g., the illegal one)

exists in the last branch, so we project and weight the hidden se-
mantics from all the prior branches with respect to the last branch
on the tree:

H1l = copy(last(H1)) ,

pm = so f tmax(σ (similar (H1l ,H1))) ,

h1∗ = pmT ·H1 ,

(13)

where the cosine similarity is used as similar , and pm denotes
the weight distribution. The irrelevant branches will be ignored
after sigmoid followed by softmax, and h1∗ ∈ R2·dr represents the
hidden semantics which can replace the general one mentioned
above.

With the pruning mechanism, the tree is represented as h′ ∈
R4·dr :

h∗ = h1∗ ⊕ h2 . (14)

2.5 Training
By using the berrypicking tree encoding h or h∗ described above,
two Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) are applied to generate the
probability y′ of whether the target product is illegal:

y′ = σ (vTo · relu(Wm · h + bm ) + bo ) , (15)

where Wm ∈ R
dm×4·dr denotes the weight matrix, vo ∈ Rdm

denotes the weight vector, and bm ∈ R4·dr and bo represent the
biases.

The BIRD, overall, is an end-to-end deep neural network, which
can be trained by using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algo-
rithms, such as Adam [25]. More implementation details will be
given in Section 3.

For each product, there can be multiple buyer seeking behavior
sessions. In the online environment, we calculate how many ses-
sions are detected as illegal via BIRD for each product and rank
all products as the final result for the eCommerce illegal product
detection.

3 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we collect a large buyers’ behavior dataset and con-
duct extensive experiments to evaluate the proposed BIRD against
a number of alternative solutions, including state-of-the-art text
classification models and base models built on berrypicking tree.

3.1 Data Collection
The Pornographic Products Detection Dataset (PPDD) is collected
and constructed from Taobao3, one of the world largest decentral-
ized eCommerce platforms, containing product text content and
related buyers’ seeking behavior session logs for each pornographic
product. PPDD will enable us to provide insights on this problem,
and train and evaluate the proposed model.

We first located 3,002 pornographic products, which were accu-
mulated from Aug. 1st, 2016 to Sep. 1st, 2018. Most of these products
were either reported by buyers or detected by eCommerce illegal
product detection professionals. For each product, 2-hour buyers’

3https://www.taobao.com/
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Table 1: Details of the PPDD including number of products, related sessions, and total log records.

Local Online Test 1 Online Test 2
normal(-) porn.(+) sum normal(-) porn.(+) sum normal(-) porn.(+) sum sum

products 398,644 3,002 401,646 2,262 685 2,947 795 411 1,206 405,799
sessions 2,068,683 114,250 2,182,933 4,489 1,649 6,138 1,587 1,236 2,823 2,191,894
records 15,226,790 1,068,527 16,295,317 22,272 7,686 29,958 6,971 5,441 12,412 16,337,687

seeking behavior logs before purchasing were collected for berryp-
icking tree construction. The seeking logs include search queries
and clicked products, and Figure 2 depicts the structure of each
search session.

Meanwhile, to train the machine learning models, we random
sampled the normal products from the nearly 1 billion products,
limited in the categories that the pornographic products occurred.
Buyers’ seeking behavior logs were extracted same as what the
pornographic products did. Finally, there are 401,646 products and
2,182,933 sessions in the local set.

The challenge of this work is that sellers can consistently up-
date the product content to hack the classical detection algorithms.
Therefore, we will need to evaluate the proposed algorithm com-
pared with baselines in the real and most recent online eCommerce
platform. From the top 3 suspected product categories, we collected
nearly 7 million popular products and also extracted the associated
text content and seeking data. For fair comparison, we repeated
the experiment twice, denoted as Online Test 1 (from Nov. 3rd,
2018 to Nov. 16th, 2018) and Online Test 2 (from Dec. 3rd, 2018
to Dec. 16th, 2018). For each online test, the proposed model and
baseline models generated a candidate pornographic products pool.
All the candidate products were examined by experts in Taobao. For
some highly suspected but camouflaged products, experts needed to
communicate with the sellers to decide the real categories. Finally,
there are 2,947 products and 6,138 sessions in the set of online test 1,
and there are 1,206 products and 2,823 sessions in the set of online
test 2. More details of PPDD are shown in Table 1.

3.2 Classification Baselines
We employ the following baselines (see Table 3) for product classifi-
cation based on product content, including traditional approaches,
word embedding [34] based shallow neural networks, deep learning
based models and recent state-of-the-art (SOTA) models:

SVM [15]: Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a strong and robust
baseline model, when training data is somehow sparse, based on
bag-of-word features.

SWEM [38]: Simple Word Embedding Model (SWEM) is a sim-
ple but efficient model based on word embeddings with pooling
mechanisms such as max pooling, average pooling, concatenate
pooling, and hierarchical pooling.

SimpleCNN [24]: This is a simple CNN model with average
pooling using different kernels. There are 7 kinds of kernels whose
widths are from 1 to 7 and each has 100 different ones.

RNN: We both try Bidirectional RNN (BiRNN) and BiRNN with
attention mechanism using LSTM [16], GRU [7], or SRU [30] as the
RNN cell in this experiment respectively. We set word embedding
dimension as 200, RNN dimension as 50, and dense dimension as
100.

CNNLSTM [49]: This baseline utilizes the CNN to encode local
information and then uses a LSTMmodel to capture the dependency
information.

BiGRUCNN [43]: The motivation of this more recent baseline
is similar to CNNLSTM. The difference is that the BiRNN is used to
figure out dependency information in front of the CNN.

DPCNN [21]: Deep Pyramid CNN (DPCNN) is a low-complexity
word-level deep CNN architecture for text categorization that can
efficiently represent long-range dependency in text.

Transformer [41]: This is the state-of-the-art model to encode
the deep semantic information via self-attention mechanism4.

Unless otherwise specified, for stable performance and fair com-
parison, we use the recommended or default hyper-parameter set-
tings by the authors for all the baseline models.

3.3 Baselines with Different Seeking Features
In order to verify the usefulness of the information seeking features
and the effects of the proposed model, in this part, we explore vari-
ous kinds of features along with the straightforward classification
model, SVM. The comparison results are available in Table 4.

For each product in the collection, as aforementioned, we ex-
tracted all the related products and queries in the search session logs.
Then, there are 5 kinds of feature combinations for SVM training as
follows: target product content only (content), target product con-
tent with last query (content+query), queries sequence (queries), all
products sequence (products), target product content with queries
sequence (content+queries), all product content sequences with all
queries sequence (products+queries). Finally, we use these features
to train SVM models and evaluate them on the two online test sets.

3.4 Base Models via Berrypicking Tree
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first effort to inves-
tigate pornographic product detection based on the information
seeking behavior logs. For validating the effects of the proposed
BIRD, we compare it with a number of base models built on berryp-
icking tree (also see Table 5).

Average Pooling (AvgPool): Word embedding average pooling
is a strong baseline and should be paid more attention demonstrated
by SWEM [38]. For this approach, we apply average pooling to every
related product and query first. Then, for each branch, we use aver-
age pooling to characterize the clicked products sequence, followed
by concatenating query representation and products sequence rep-
resentation for the branch representation. Finally, average pooling
is applied again to the sequence of branches.

Pooling with Attention (AttenPool): As a more advanced
model compared with AvgPool, we utilize the attention mechanism

4https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/official/transformer
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to estimate the semantic representation of the product sequence as
described in Section 2.2.

PoolingwithAttentionplusCombineGate (AttenPoolGate):
Instead of concatenating for two parts in each branch, we utilize
the gate to determine the combination of them as described in
Section 2.2.

Standard Recurrent Models (LSTM, GRU, SRU): Instead of
average pooling in AttenPoolGate, we apply LSTM, GRU, and SRU
to encode the sequence of the branches.

The Proposed Recurrent Model (BPTRU): We employ the
proposed BPTRU described in Section 2.3 to replace the standard
recurrent model for an enhanced berrypicking tree encoding. For
this method, we validate two more variants by characterizing the
hidden semantic and latent seeking intent. BPTRU.sub1 denotes
that we apply average pooling to all steps of BPTRU output, and
BPTRU.sub2 denotes that we just select the last representation from
BPTRU.

Query Only Based Models: In order to verify the usefulness of
the explicit efforts of the buyer, we simplify the berrypicking tree
by removing all leaves (clicked products in the seeking sessions).
The average pooling, LSTM, GRU, SRU, and BPTRU are employed
to investigate the performance.

BIRD: As described in Section 2, by using the proposed BIRD,
queries and related products information are encoded along with
the BPTRU and pruning mechanism, which has the potential to pe-
nalize the noisy branches to optimize the final information seeking
representation for illegal product detection.

3.5 Evaluation Metrics
For training, F1 score is used to evaluate the performance in lo-
cal evaluating and testing set according to pornographic session.
For online testing, all evaluation and empirical analyses are re-
ported by precision (P), recall (R), F1 score (F1), F2 score (F2),
Average Precision (AP), and Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (NDCG) [18] in the light of pornographic product. More
importantly, since the pornographic product is a smaller set than
normal set, number of recall and order of the rank list is more im-
portant than precision in practical using. Therefore we use R, F1, F2,
AP, and NDCG as the major indicators to evaluate the models per-
formance and robustness. Furthermore, the statistical significance
is conducted via the student t-test with p-value< 10−4.

3.6 Experiment Settings
We divide PPDD into training, validation, and testing sets at a ratio
of 14: 3: 3. Word vocabulary is chosen to cover 98% words in the
local dataset. Since the pornographic set is a very small set in PPDD,
we oversample them in local training set to a more balance size.
Furthermore, the length of product content, the length of products
sequence, and the length of query are padded to the max length in
each batch respectively. Note that Chinese tokenization has been
done in the released PPDD, so there is no need for more efforts.
For recurrent models built on berrypicking tree, the dimension of
embedding and MLP is set to 32, the dimension of recurrent is set
to 16, the batch size is set to 32, and the keep dropout rate is set to
0.75. For other models built on berrypicking tree, the dimension
of embedding and MLP is set to 64, batch size is set to 16, and the
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Figure 4: Product Content Statistics in PPDD: word distribu-
tions among two categories in local and online sets for prod-
uct contents. Note that the online test set is consist of the
two online test sets. X-axis is the top 100 words in the local
pornographic set, and Y-axis is the proportion of each word.

Table 2: KL Divergence about product contents among two
categories in local and online sets.

LN-LP ON-OP LN-ON LP-OP
product 2.4515 0.3317 0.0802 2.6292

keep dropout rate is set to 0.75 too. The learning rate and training
epochs are set to 0.002 and 5 respectively for all models.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide a detailed analysis on data statistics and
experimental results to show more insights of this problem and the
proposed model.

4.1 Data Statistics
4.1.1 Product Content Analysis. From the content viewpoint, as

Figure 4 depicts, pornographic product word distribution presents
quite differently in local and online sets. As Table 2 shows, product
content in the local normal set (LN) and local pornographic set (LP)
are quite different, which leads to a high KL-Divergence, while the
online pornographic (OP) product content is somehow similar with
the online normal (ON) ones which results in a low KL-Divergence.

It is clear that, compared with the normal products, sellers are
trying to provide the camouflaged content to protect their porno-
graphic products, and they also change the content from time to
time. This problem can challenge the traditional classification mod-
els built mainly based on product content.

4.1.2 Interaction Analysis of Local Set. In this paper, the BIRD
is proposed based on the buyers’ seeking behavior information,
and we hypothesize that buyers may need to spend more efforts to
find the pornographic products in the large product collection. Fig-
ure 5 (a) and (b) prove that buyers need to send more queries, and
browse and click more products, to locate the target pornographic
product compared with the normal product hunting behavior. It is
obvious that compared with normal eCommerce product retrieval,
pornographic product search is more like an exploratory seeking
task. Meanwhile, as depicted in Figure 5 (c), almost 80% of buyers
only purchase the pornographic product once. That is to say, porno-
graphic product search can be an ad-hoc information need, and
most buyers may not purchase such products very often. As a result,
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Figure 5: Interaction Statistics between Buyers and Products in Local Set of PPDD, in which (a) and (b) are the comparison
for number of queries and records distribution in each session between the local normal and pornography set, and (c) is the
distribution of number of times that buyer purchase products.

Table 3: Experimental Results of Performance Comparison With Text Classification Baselines.

Val(%) Test(%) Online Test 1(%) Online Test 2(%)
Model F1 Score P R F1 F2 AP NDCG P R F1 F2 AP NDCG
SVM 92.62 92.68 53.39 9.20 15.69 11.02 5.84 15.00 61.43 10.46 17.88 12.54 7.50 17.71
SWEMAvg 91.12 91.59 48.46 9.20 15.46 10.98 5.00 14.30 64.71 13.38 22.18 15.91 8.99 20.56
SWEMMax 90.19 90.85 46.24 12.55 19.75 14.70 6.82 17.39 53.62 18.00 26.96 20.76 12.22 25.40
SWEMHiera 88.71 89.59 43.43 17.37 24.82 19.74 8.68 22.48 48.82 20.19 28.57 22.88 11.67 26.85
SWEMConcat 90.31 90.94 47.51 12.55 19.86 14.72 6.96 17.51 54.84 16.55 25.42 19.23 11.29 23.90
SimpleCNN 92.68 92.94 48.53 9.64 16.08 11.47 5.53 14.59 62.79 13.14 21.73 15.61 10.40 21.35
BiLSTM 92.78 93.15 64.77 8.32 14.75 10.08 5.95 14.17 67.27 9.00 15.88 10.89 7.30 16.46
BiGRU 91.76 92.94 59.14 8.03 14.14 9.71 5.46 13.84 68.33 9.98 17.41 12.03 8.19 17.79
BiSRU 91.51 91.86 46.81 9.64 15.98 11.45 6.19 15.65 65.69 16.3 26.12 19.19 12.40 24.59
BiLSTMAtten 92.65 92.85 55.07 5.55 10.08 6.76 3.57 10.39 58.54 5.84 10.62 7.12 4.39 12.18
BiGRUAtten 92.47 92.85 60.67 7.88 13.95 9.54 5.42 13.64 73.68 10.22 17.95 12.35 8.47 18.06
BiSRUAtten 92.52 92.65 50.43 8.47 14.50 10.16 5.01 13.32 60.92 12.9 21.29 15.31 9.21 20.59
CNNLSTM 92.79 93.35 49.12 4.09 7.55 5.01 2.41 8.37 54.55 5.84 10.55 7.11 4.34 12.15
BiGRUCNN 92.80 93.15 61.25 7.15 12.81 8.69 4.80 12.71 70.91 9.49 16.74 11.48 8.24 17.42
DPCNN 91.31 91.33 5.86 13.43 21.85 15.88 8.93 19.85 61.86 14.60 23.62 17.23 10.68 22.54
Transformer 90.69 90.88 44.14 9.34 15.42 11.09 4.96 14.32 59.79 14.11 22.83 16.66 10.26 22.00

we can hardly use the buyer ID to directly locate the pornographic
products. Furthermore, due to the sparsity of the interaction matrix
between pornographic products and buyers, we need to employ
more sophisticated features extracted from seeking behavior logs.

Based on these evidences, compared with the content informa-
tion, buyers’ search behavior can provide more important tips for
pornographic product detection.

4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis of Text
Classification Baselines

Table 3 presents the experimental results of all text classification
baseline models mentioned in Section 3.2. All the SWEMs and CNN
models implement decent results, while SWEMHiera is superior
than other baselines for most of the metrics. Unfortunately, as more
sophisticated baselines, transformer and RNN variants don’t per-
form well in the online testing. This result shows that intuitive
features, such as bag-of-words, can be more useful than deep se-
mantic mining for product content encoding (may be due to the
training data sparseness). In particular, RNN variants can be limited
by getting a high P by sacrificing R.

More importantly, all the baselines reach good performance to
distinguish pornographic products from normal ones in the histori-
cal local dataset, but drop significantly in the current online testing
environments. That is because the product content is camouflaging
and changing as aforementioned in Figure 4 and Table 2.

We also find that SVM is a competitive model in the baseline table
compared with deep learning methods. Training data sparseness
could be the reason. In the real eCommerce environment, it can be
hard to collect massive pornographic products for training.

4.3 Behavior Features Exploration
In this part, we explore the performance of different seeking be-
havior features, mentioned in Section 3.3. SVM is employed as the
testing method, and the results are presented in Table 4.

Experimental results tell that the features extracted from the
seeking sessions, e.g, queries and clicked products, can be very
helpful for pornographic product detection. In contrast, content
only and content plus the last query achieve the best results in local
set, but they are not successful in the online testing. In other words,
sellers are able to escape from those content-dependent algorithms.

However, when applying the seeking behavior features into the
SVM model, the performance is not as good as expected due to the
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Table 4: Experimental Results of Performance Comparison with Different Features Combinations.

Val(%) Test(%) Online Test 1(%) Online Test 2(%)
Feature F1 Score P R F1 F2 AP NDCG P R F1 F2 AP NDCG
content 92.62 92.68 53.39 9.20 15.69 11.02 5.84 15.00 61.43 10.46 17.88 12.54 7.50 17.71
content+query 92.58 92.71 73.44 6.86 12.55 8.38 5.83 13.15 80.00 9.73 17.35 11.81 8.72 17.89
queries 75.20 75.26 38.70 16.50 23.13 18.63 9.07 22.39 44.61 22.14 29.59 24.62 13.61 29.02
products 86.88 86.60 58.82 11.68 19.49 13.91 9.02 18.71 68.89 15.09 24.75 17.88 12.04 23.48
content+queries 89.68 89.57 65.22 8.76 15.44 10.59 6.81 15.06 65.85 13.14 21.91 15.64 10.58 21.47
products+queries 86.88 86.67 56.78 9.78 16.69 11.72 7.36 16.41 61.70 14.11 22.97 16.69 10.47 22.14

Table 5: Experimental Results of Performance Comparison with Base Models Built on Berrypicking Tree.

Val(%) Test(%) Online Test 1(%) Online Test 2(%)
Model F1 Score P R F1 F2 AP NDCG P R F1 F2 AP NDCG
Avg(query) 70.55 72.33 53.64 8.61 14.84 10.35 5.86 14.65 51.58 11.92 19.37 14.09 7.74 18.16
AvgPool 69.30 71.83 51.89 8.03 13.91 9.66 5.47 13.96 56.12 13.38 21.61 15.79 9.52 21.02
AttenPool 81.81 83.03 58.22 12.41 20.46 14.73 8.57 18.10 46.05 17.03 24.87 19.49 10.90 24.25
AttenPoolGate 83.56 86.92 66.49 18.83 29.35 21.98 13.98 26.17 67.11 24.82 36.23 28.40 19.54 33.45
GRU(query) 72.69 74.10 51.35 24.96 33.60 27.82 14.91 30.54 49.81 32.36 39.23 34.80 22.12 39.49
GRU 69.53 75.62 38.10 21.02 27.09 23.09 10.78 25.56 35.03 36.74 35.87 36.39 17.98 40.21
LSTM(query) 73.12 74.29 47.48 23.36 31.31 26.00 13.32 28.78 48.28 30.66 37.50 33.07 20.22 37.61
LSTM 73.99 75.41 39.33 23.94 29.76 25.97 12.64 28.87 37.23 45.74 41.05 43.74 23.92 48.34
SRU(query) 70.83 71.15 46.71 29.05 35.82 31.43 16.48 34.21 48.54 32.36 38.83 34.67 21.10 39.08
SRU 74.32 74.65 47.58 24.38 32.24 27.01 14.88 30.46 39.71 33.33 36.24 36.24 18.40 38.69
BPTRU(query) 70.77 72.48 43.82 30.51 35.97 32.48 16.73 35.08 50.16 38.69 43.68 40.54 25.64 44.87
BPTRU.sub1 74.06 74.36 44.36 25.26 32.19 27.64 13.95 30.37 45.45 49.88 47.56 48.93 27.13 52.08
BPTRU.sub2 72.99 73.41 52.37 43.50 47.53 45.03 25.31 46.62 43.60 58.88 50.10 55.03 34.37 60.09
BPTRU 74.37 74.78 57.63 44.09 49.96 46.26 27.17 47.73 49.26 56.93 52.82 55.21 36.09 59.53
BIRD 70.56 71.04 53.48 57.23 55.29 56.44 33.45 57.55 45.74 70.56 55.50 63.65 41.81 69.42
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Figure 6: Performance Comparison among the Proposed BIRD and Several Representative Models in terms of All Metrics.

mission of the behavior structure information and the confusion
of all types of features. We can conclude that, when the buyer
seeking behavior data is complex and different types of data may
have strong dependence, we need more sophisticated model to
characterize the berrypicking process.

4.4 Detailed Analysis of Models on
Berrypicking Tree

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first effort to investi-
gate the illegal products detection via the buyers’ seeking behavior
session logs from eCommerce services. Therefore, we compare
the proposed BIRD with a number of base models, described in
Section 3.4, along with berrypicking tree. The comparison results

are shown in Table 5. More details about comparison among the
proposed BIRD and several representative models are visualized in
Figure 6.

In the online testing, we find the proposed BIRD significantly
(p < 0.0001) outperforms all of the baseline models, with or with-
out buyer behavior data, for nearly all of the metrics except for
Precision, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed berryp-
icking tree representation, semantics plus buyer-intent encoding,
and the pruning mechanism. Meanwhile, except for the simplest
models, such as AvgPool and AttenPool, all models built on berryp-
icking tree are superior than text classification baselines via product
content, which validates our initial hypothesis that buyers’ informa-
tion seeking behavior can be very useful for pornographic products
detection.
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From model perspective, AttenPool achieves a better perfor-
mance than AvgPool, and AttenPoolGate is superior than Atten-
Pool, which demonstrates the usefulness of the query attentive
mechanism on product content and the combine gate proposed for
query and clicked products sequences. Overall, recurrent models
perform better, which indicates the deep information hidden in the
branches sequence can be useful for this task. In particular, BPTRU,
encoding the hidden content semantics and latent buyer intent
together, significantly (p < 0.0001) outperforms the standard recur-
rent models. Performance comparison among BPTRU, BPTRU.sub1,
and BPTRU.sub2 demonstrates that using the last state to maintain
the long range buyer intent plus semantics from all the tree branches
can be an effective strategy for berrypicking tree representation. In
addition, the result of simplified berrypicking tree, mentioned in
Section 3.4, is not good especially for BPTRU, even though these
features can enhance the SVM outcomes. This evidence tells that
the clicked products sequence can enhance the seeking behavior
encoding. Furthermore, there is a significant (p < 0.0001) improve-
ment after applying pruning mechanism on the BPTRU, proving
the usefulness of cutting the noisy branches for berrypicking tree
quality enhancement.

5 RELATEDWORKS
This work is related to the research on spam and intrusion detection,
information seeking, log analysis, and neural text representation.

5.1 Spam and Intrusion Detection
Recently, spam detection, in eCommerce service [36, 45, 47], com-
munity question answering (CQA) [1, 12], and online social net-
works [28, 29], has attracted many researchers’ attention. It might
be difficult to distinguish the spam from the normal content based
on the syntactic features, whose distribution is abnormal [11]. With
manually labeled training examples, they further train a supervised
learning model to detect spam content. It is found that the spam
content is highly related to several features to spammers’ behavior.
[31] and [39] use a graph model to detect spam content or activity
on a large labeled dataset. Social networks have attracted much
attention for improving spam content and spammer detection by in-
vestigating individual-based and group-based user behavior [5, 46].
There are also many works on intrusion detection by using behav-
ior analysis [37]. For illegal products detection in an eCommerce
environment, where social network and traditional spammer infor-
mation are not available, it is important to propose novel features
and models to address this new problem.

5.2 Information Seeking and Log Analysis
Information seeking is the process or activity of attempting to ob-
tain information [26]. For exploratory information seeking, users
may suffer from search uncertainty, e.g., they need more knowledge
about the search keywords in the relevant document [44]. A num-
ber of information behavior theories, which seek to understand the
process that surround information seeking, such as Zipf’s Principle
of Least Effort [17], Brenda Dervin’s Sense Making [9], and Elfreda
Chatman’s Life in the Round [6], from other disciplines have been
applied in investigating an aspect or whole process of information

seeking [23]. Query and session logs are often employed to investi-
gate information seeking questions [10]. In this work, we explore
the hidden semantics and latent buyer intent by mining the buyer
seeking behavior logs organized via berrypicking model initially
introduced by Marcia Bates [3].

5.3 Neural Text Representation
As method section shows, in this work, we utilize deep neural
networks and semantic/tree representation learning for product
classification. Existing efforts mainly focus on the application of
LSTM [16, 40], GRU [7, 8], SRU [30], and CNNs [13, 21, 22, 24, 48]
based on word embeddings [32, 34] drawing on the main idea of
either language model [4, 33, 35] or joint representation learn-
ing [19, 20]. All these models have demonstrated impressive results
in NLP applications. The attention mechanism proposed by Bah-
danau et al. [2] is used to select the reference words in original
language in encoder for words in foreign language in decoder before
translation. Many previous works have shown that the performance
of deep neural networks can be improved by attention mechanism.
For example, in attention based RNN models [40, 42], the final se-
mantic representation of the target sentence is aggregated from the
weighted hidden state to enhance the long dependency informa-
tion. In addition, self-attentionmechanismwith position embedding
characterizes [41] the mutual relationship between one and oth-
ers as dependency to capture the semantic encoding information.
There are some other works that combine RNN and CNN for text
representation to classification [14, 43, 49]. Inspired by existing
studies, we propose a new recurrent model and a special attention
mechanism to investigate the buyer seeking behavior sequence.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we introduce a novel task to dynamically locate the
pornographic products from very large product collections in the
decentralized eCommerce ecosystem. Unlike prior product classi-
fication efforts, the proposed BerryPIcking TRee MoDel (BIRD)
employs complex buyers’ seeking behavior logs along with berryp-
icking tree representation learning. Three lines of experimental
results indicate that the proposed BIRD significantly outperforms
other strong baselines, which proves the importance of the buyer
seeking behavior data, the efficiency of the berrypicking tree, the
usefulness of the proposed BPTRU, and the effects of the pruning
mechanism to encode the hidden branches’ semantics and latent
buyer intent for pornographic product classification. More impor-
tantly, sellers can hardly hack the proposed BIRD, because they
cannot directly change buyers’ behavior and the associated berryp-
icking trees. We also make our codes and buyers’ seeking behavior
data publicly available to motivate other scholars to future investi-
gate this important but underestimated problem. In the future, we
will enhance the model by using other types of buyer information,
e.g., products dwell time and query similarities across different
sessions, which can potentially improve the performance.
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